It is shown that a radical ideal in H°° is finitely generated if and only if it is a principal ideal generated by a Blaschke product having simple zeros.
Introduction
Let H°° be the algebra of all bounded analytic functions in the open unit disk D and let A(D) be the disk algebra. Forelli [1] noticed that the proofs in §2 of [6] show that a radical ideal in the disk algebra is finitely generated if and only if it is generated by a finite Blaschke product having simple zeros. It is, therefore, a natural question to ask for a characterization of the finitely generated radical ideals in H°° . It is the aim of this note to give a complete solution to this problem. First we present some definitions.
Let R be a commutative algebra with identity element. An ideal / in R is called a radical ideal if whenever /" belongs to / for some « e N / is also an element of the ideal /. It is an easy exercise in algebra to show that the class of radical ideals coincides with those ideals that are intersections of prime ideals.
An ideal / is called finitely generated if there exist elements f , ... , fa e R such that / = (/!,...,/*)= -{¿ft/* : ft 6 «k If N can be chosen to be one, then / is a principal ideal.
In [3, 6] two of the authors showed that a prime ideal in H°° is finitely generated if and only if it is generated by a single function of the form z -zq for some zo eD.
The proofs depend on Hoffman's theory of the maximal ideal space of H°° and on some of his deep factorization theorems [5; 2, §8]. These methods, however, do not seem to work for the present setting of radical ideals. Surprisingly, the techniques developed here are much simpler than our previous methods. They do not depend on Hoffman's theory but still yield the stronger result. Let M{H°°) denote the maximal ideal space of H°°, that is, the space of nonzero multiplicative linear functionals on H°° supplied with the Gelfand topology. By identifying the functional "evaluation at z0 6 D " with the point zq itself, we may regard D as a subset of M{H°°). By Carleson's famous corona theorem, D is dense in M{H°°) [2, §8] .
A point m g M{H°°), which belong to D or lies in the closure of an interpolating sequence {z"} in D, is called a nontrivial point (see [5] ). In particular, the maximal ideal Kerm associated with m then contains the interpolating Blaschke product b with zero sequence {z"}. For a function / in H°° , let 11/11 = sup{|/(z)| : z g D} be its norm and let Z{f) = {z e D : f{z) = 0} denote its zero set.
Finally, recall that an ideal / in H°° is called free if f|/e/ Z{f) = 0 .
Our methods rely heavily on the well-known Riesz factorization theorems for H°° (see [4, §5; 2, §2]). They tell us that every function / in H°° , f not identically zero, can be written as f = Bg, where B is a Blaschke product and g is a zero free function in H°° . Also, if « g H°° vanishes at every zero of the Blaschke product B with the same order, then h = Bk for some k G H°° . Lemma 1.1. Let I -if, ... , fy) be a finitely generated radical ideal in H°° . Assume that the functions f\,... , fy have no common zero in D. Let h = Bg be an element of I, where B is an interpolating Blaschke product and g G H°° .
Then g € I.
Proof. Let {z"} denote the zero sequence of B and let w" = \/]C/Li \fjizn)\2 • Note that we have w" i= 0 for any «. Because {zn} is an interpolating sequence, there exists a function / G H°° with f{z") = wn and functions hj G H°° with hj{z") = fj{zn) for all « . Therefore we have f4 -¿J., hjf = kB for some k G H°° . Multiplication by g yields gf4 -kh + Ylj=\injg)fj e ¡ ■ Because / is a radical ideal, we have gf G /. Thus there exist k\, ... , kpj G H°° such that gf = Y^=x kjfj . Hence Since m G A U B and A U Ä ç A U z3 ,_we have m e A or m e B . Without loss of generality we may assume m e A . Then if {z'n} denotes the sequence of points in A , we have \fiz'n)/f2iz'n)\ < 1 for all n G N such that Mz'n) #0.
Since {zj,} is an interpolating sequence, we can choose a function « g H°°s uch that
,, " ( Mz'n)/f2ÍZn) iff2{z'n)¿0,
Note that f2{z'n) = 0 implies fiz'n) = 0. Hence /2(z0A(z¿) -/,(zj,) = 0.
Therefore fih-f -b\g\ for some g\ G H°° and some interpolating Blaschke product b\ with b\ G Ker w . Hence I = {b\g\, f2, ... , fa) ■ Now repeat the above process with ^ and ß . One of them can be replaced by ¿>2g2, where ¿2 G Kerra is an interpolating Blaschke product and where g2 G H°° . Continuing in this way, we see that any time we choose two generators, one of them can be replaced by a function of the form bjgj, where b} is an interpolating Blaschke product with b¡ G Ker m and where gj G H°° . D It is known that there exist free prime ideals P in H°° with the property that Z{f)nZ{g) ^ 0 for every pair / and g in P (see [7] ). The following result now shows that this cannot happen for free ideals that are finitely generated. Now let / = Yli=iaifi-Then, by construction, Z{f) n Z{fa+l) = 0. Obviously, f £ I. ü Finally, we need the following version of Nakayama's lemma: Lemma 1.4. Let I = ifigi, ... , fngn, gn+i) be a finitely generated ideal in a commutative ring R with identity. Also assume that gj e I {j = 1,2,... , n). Then there exists some a G {f , ... , f") such that (1 + a)I ç (g"+i). But del A has the form \+a for some a G if , ... , f"). Moreover, r, G {gn+\) U=l,...,n).
Because I = {g\, ... , gn, gn+i), we finally obtain the assertion (1 + a)I ç (fti+i). a
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem. Proof. By construction, / is a free ideal. Now let f"eJ. Then Bf" G /. Since / is radical, we have Bf g /. Thus / G J . (1) {l + a)Jç{fh).
By Lemma 1.3 we can choose a function f € J such that Z(/)nZ(//0) = 0 . Let fi0 = bF be the Riesz factorization of fi0, where b is a Blaschke product and F is zerofree in D. Since / is a radical ideal, we have b\/~F g J . Hence
